What is a “right” decision ?

Coaching profile analysis

What could I experience ?

If you wan’t to make sure that you are taking the
“right” decision a push sometimes helps. And who
is better to push than yourself? If you want to give
your career direction a focus and examine your
next step then book a session with Stig Seberg and
create a clear focused energy to support you in
using your resources to the best.

Depending on your need, we can spice up the
coaching dialogue with a Thomas Personal Profile
Analysis (DISC), which provides insight to
personal strengths and opportunities.

“As part of my search for the next step in my career,
I received a session of personal coaching from Stig
Seberg. Stig helped me with two main things. First
he helped me with gaining peace and balance right
now, so that I could start focusing on, what it is that I
really want to do with my life. Secondly he helped me
with identifying my personal competences and focus
on what really energizes me in my daily work. This
helped me to focus on the right next career step for
me“.
Michael Hedelund, System Design Project Manager,
Nokia Denmark A/S
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Finding the right balance/energy level towards
acting
Identify personal energy sources
Transforming your unconsious talent into a consious one, so that you can develop it further
Investigating alternative career opportunities
Getting focused towards your next realistic
goal
Identifying personal key selling points
Planning the best next step

“Stig is extremely good at being a fly on the wall in
our conversations. Not just any fly, but one that provides questions that compels me to see my fears and
excuses straight in the eye. Without at any time to
succumb to the temptation of giving advice, he gently
guided me towards obtaining the right questions and
answers while keeping my own values intact“.
Best regards Anne
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How many times ?
My work stops when you continue. Some people
need one session others need more. There’s nothing
right or wrong - it depends on your focus, energy
and resources for the next step. During a session
we will focus on what’s working for you and what
makes your objectives attractive each day. Along
the way we focus on elements which supports your
energy and effort in order to keep you aware and
go even further.

About Stig Seberg
Winner in the Government’s
competition“chanceforbalance.dk”
20 years of sales experience
Certified Coach
Certified Process Consultant
NLP Master Practitioner
4MAT MasterTrainer Designer
Thomas Personal Profile (DISC)

“When you want to build a ship,
do not call people together
to collect timber.
Do not delegate tasks
or delegate work.
You must arouse their longing
for the wide open sea” .
Antoine de Saint-Exupery

Contact details:
stig@evolvia.dk
www.evolvia.dk
Mobile 4089 7464

